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Abstract─Co-area statistics about customers is more and more available on-line. For instance, cellular customers
increasingly regularly document their co-locations with different users in the messages and within the photos they
put up on social networking websites via tagging the names of the pals they're with. The customers’ IP addresses
additionally constitute a supply of co-region information. Combined with (likely obfuscated) vicinity statistics, such
co-places may be used to enhance the inference of the customers’ locations, subsequently in addition threatening
their location privateness: As co-vicinity information is taken into consideration, no longer simplest a user’s
pronounced places and mobility styles can be used to localize her, but also the ones of her pals (and the buddies in
their friends and so on). In this paper, we take a look at this hassle with the aid of quantifying the effect of covicinity records on vicinity privacy, thinking about an adversary which includes a social community operator that
has access to such statistics. We formalize the problem and derive an ideal inference algorithm that consists of such
co-area records, but at the fee of excessive complexity. We endorse a few approximate inference algorithms,
inclusive of a solution that is predicated at the belief propagation algorithm achieved on a standard Bayesian
network version, and we appreciably examine their performance. Our experimental consequences display that, even
within the case where the adversary considers co-locations of the targeted user with a single friend, the median
region privateness of the user is reduced through up to sixty two% in a typical setting. We additionally look at the
impact of the one-of-a-kind parameters (e.g., the settings of the location-privacy safety mechanisms) in different
eventualities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Social networks, and particularly location-primarily
based social networks have end up immensely
famous. Every day, hundreds of thousands of users
submit information, including their locations, about
themselves, but additionally approximately their pals.
An emerging the fashion, which is the focus of this
paper, is to record co-locations with different
customers on social networks, e.g., by means of
tagging friends on pictures they add or in the
messages they post.1 For example, our initial survey
related to 132 Foursquare users, recruited via
Amazon Mechanical Turk, well-known shows that
fifty five.3% of the contributors report co-locations in
their check-ins and that for the users who do so, on
average, 2.84%±0.06 of their check-ins include colocations information. In fact, co-location statistics
can be acquired in many distinct methods, such as
automated face recognition on photos (which
contains the time and area at which the photo
changed into taken in their EXIF records, e.g., Face
book’s Photo Magic), Bluetooth-enabled device
sniffing and reporting neighboring gadgets. Similarly,
customers who join from the same IP deal with are

likely to be connected to the equal Internet access
point, hence imparting evidence of their co-vicinity.
Attacks exploiting each region and co-vicinity facts
(as stated) may be pretty effective, as we show on
this paper.Depicts and describes two instances
wherein co-area can improve the performance of a
localization attack, consequently degrading the
vicinity privacy of the customers worried. It is clear
that the right exploitation of such information with
the aid of an attacker may be complicated due to the
fact he has to recollect at the same time the (co-)place
facts gathered approximately a probably big wide
variety of users. This is due to the reality that, within
the presence of co-vicinity facts, a user’s vicinity is
correlated with that of her buddies, which is in turn
correlated to that in their very own friends and so
forth. This circle of relatives of attacks and their
complexity is exactly the focus of this paper. More
specifically, we make the following four
contributions: (1) we discover and formalize the
localization problem with co-place statistics, we
suggest a most suitable inference set of rules and
examine its complexity. We display that, in exercise,
the optimum inference and set of rules is intractable
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due to the explosion of the country space size. (2) We
describe how an attacker can extensively reduce the
computational complexity of the assault by method of
well-chosen approximations. We present a
polynomial-time heuristic based on a limited set of
considered customers (i.e., finest inference with the
facts of handiest or three users) and an approximation
based totally on the belief propagation (BP) the set of
rules done on a well-known Bayesian community
version of the hassle (approximate inference with the
statistics of all the Users). (3) Using a mobility
dataset, we examine and evaluate the overall
performance of the one of a kind answer in exclusive
situations, with specific settings. The notion
propagation-primarily based answer, which does not
seem in the first version of this work, gives
appreciably higher outcomes (in terms of the overall
performance of the inference) than the heuristic.
(Four) We advocate and examine a few
countermeasures (i.e., social-aware place-privacy
safety mechanisms) along with fake co-places
reporting and coordinated place disclosure. This final
contribution additionally constitutes new content with
recognize to the first model of this work. In this
revised and extended version, we also update the
formalism and the evaluation to bear in mind the fact
that users can record being co-positioned whilst, in
reality, they're not. Our experimental outcomes show
that, even inside the case wherein the adversary
considers co-locations with handiest a single pal of
the centered person, the median location privateness
of the person is reduced by using up to 62% in a
typical putting. Even within the case wherein a
consumer does no longer reveal any place facts, her
privacy can lower by as much as 21% due to the data
mentioned by other users. A paramount locating of
our paintings is that customers in part lose
manipulate over their region privateness as colocations and man or woman location records
disclosed with the aid of other customers
considerably have an effect on their own area
privateness.
Our
experimental consequences
additionally display that a simple countermeasure
(i.e., coordinated location disclosure) can reduce the
privateness loss by means of up to 50%. To the firstclass of our expertise, this is the primary try to
quantify the outcomes of co-place facts that stems
from social relationships, on place privacy; as a result
creating a connection between OSNs and region
privacy.

2. RELATED WORK
Mobile customers more and more report their coplaces with other users, further to revealing their
locations to online services. For example, they tag the
names of the friends they may be with, within the
messages and within the photographs they put up on
social networking web sites. Combined with
(possibly obfuscated) location information, such colocations may be used to enhance the inference of the
customers’ locations, for that reason similarly
threatening their vicinity privateness: as co-vicinity
facts is taken under consideration, not simplest a
user’s reported places and mobility patterns can be
used to localize her, however also the ones of her pals
(and the buddies of their friends and so forth). In this
paper, we take a look at this hassle through
quantifying the impact of co-place records on
location privacy; with appreciate to an adversary
inclusive of a social network operator that has get
admission to such statistics. We formalize the hassle
and derive a most fulfilling inference algorithm that
carries such co-place data, yet at the fee of high
complexity.
We
advocate
polynomial-time
approximate
inference algorithms
and
we
considerably compare their overall performance on a
actual dataset. Our experimental outcomes display
that, even within the case wherein the adversary
considers co-places with most effective a single
buddy of the targeted user, the vicinity privateness of
the consumer is decreased by way of as much as
seventy five% in a traditional placing. Even within
the case in which a consumer does not divulge any
place facts, her privacy can decrease by means of as
much as sixteen% due to the information mentioned
through different customers.
2.1. C. Vicente, D. Freni, C. Bettini, and C. S.
Jensen, “Location-related privacy in geo-social
networks,” IEEE Internet Computing, vol. 15, no. 3,
pp. 20–27, 2011.
Four privacy aspects central to these social networks
have been considered in this paper. They are:
Location, Absence, Co-location and Identity privacy.
A possibility for protecting co-location privacy is to
apply cloaking to one or more of the reported
locations so that co-location involves sufficiently
many people. Several techniques where used in this
paper to address location privacy threats. They are
Query enlargements, Fake locations and Encryption
based techniques.
2.2. R. Shokri, G. Theodorakopoulos, J.-Y. Le
Boudec, and J.-P. Hubaux, “Quantifying location
privacy,” in S&P, 2011, pp. 247–262.
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The goal of this paper is not to design yet another
location privacy protection mechanism (LPPM), but
rather to try to make progress on the quantification of
the performance of an LPPM. A generic theoretical
framework for modelling and evaluating location
privacy has been produced.
2.3. P. Golle and K. Partridge, “On the anonymity
of home/work location pairs,” in Pervasive, 2009,
pp. 390–397.
Misuse of location data can lead to damaged
reputation, harassment and mugging.
As well as attacks on an individual’s home, friends or
relatives.Anonymity is the mechanism that has been
used in this paper in order to address location
privacy. Anonymity is useful, but imperfect tool for
preserving location privacy.
2.4. P. Ilia, I. Polakis, E. Athanasopoulos, F.
Maggi, and S. Ioannidis, “Face/off: Preventing
privacy leakage from photos in social networks,” in
CCS, 2015.
Facebook is the Social network that has been
discussed in this paper. They have described how
there is a threat to location privacy. Facebook has
become the most time consuming online user activity
as well as the de-facto platform for sharing photos
online. A fine-grained access control mechanism is
designed, that allows depicted users to define the
exposure of their own face, by setting their preferred
permissions.
In this present paper we are working on, K´evin
Huguenin et al studied the impact on users’ place
privateness whilst co-locations information is to be
had, further to individual (obfuscated) vicinity
records. To the first-rate of our know-how, that is the
primary paper to quantify the results of co-location
information, that stems from social relationships
among customers, on location privacy; as such it
constitutes a primary step toward bridging the space
among research on place privateness and social
networks. We have shown that, via considering the
users’ locations together, an adversary can take
advantage of co-location facts to higher localize
customers, hence reducing their person privateness.
Although the gold standard joint localization attack
has a prohibitively excessive computational
complexity, the polynomial-time approximate
inference algorithms that we advise in K´evin
Huguenin et alprovide right localization overall
performance. An important commentary from our
work is that a person’s area privacy is not entirely in
her manage, because the co-locations and the
character location records disclosed by other users
significantly have an effect on her personal area

privacy. The message of this work is that protection
mechanisms need to not ignore the social components
of place information. Because it isn't suitable to
report dummy lists of co-located customers (as this
facts is displayed on the users’ profiles on social
networks), a region-privateness keeping mechanism
wishes as an alternative to generalize information
approximately co-positioned customers (i.e., update
the names of the co-positioned customers by the sort
of social tie, e.g., ―with two pals‖) or to generalize
the time (i.e., replace the exact time of the co-area
with the period of the day, e.g., changing 11am with
―morning‖, when the co-area is declared a posteriori)
of a social gathering as well as the places of
customers at other locations, so that you can reduce
the effectiveness of the assaults we advised on this
paper. We intend to address the design of socialconscious place-privacy safety mechanisms (jogging
at the users’ cell gadgets) to assist the customers
examine and protect their vicinity privateness when
co-vicinity data is available.
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We present a polynomial time heuristic based on a
limited set of users and an approximation based on
the general Bayesian network model. We also
propose two countermeasures that mitigate the effect
of co-locations of the user’s location privacy. The
two simple countermeasures that we have proposed
are User Coordination i.e., hiding the user ids and
Generalization of co-locations i.e., generalizing the
time component instead of showing the exact time at
which they have met. We pick out and formalize the
localization problem with co-place information; we
suggest a first-rate inference algorithm and examine
its complexity. We show that, in practice, the highest
quality inference algorithm is intractable due to the
explosion of the kingdom space size. We describe
how an attacker can extensively lessen the
computational complexity of the assault by means of
method of nicely-chosen approximations. We
proposed a polynomial-time heuristic based totally on
a constrained set of considered customers on a
general Bayesian network model of the problem.
Using a mobility dataset, we examine and evaluate
the performance of the different solutions in
distinctive situations, with one of a kind setting. The
belief propagation-primarily based answer, which
does no longer seem inside the first version of this
work, offers substantially higher consequences (in
phrases of the performance of the inference) than the
heuristic. We suggest and compare some
countermeasures (i.e., social-conscious location1563
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privateness safety mechanisms) together with faux
co-locations reporting and coordinated place
disclosure.

Fig. 4. Shows the complete user details

Fig. 1. (a) Overlapping areas. (b) Two users are
initially apart from each other
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We experimentally examine the algorithms, offered
in Section, in extraordinary scenarios, with unique
settings. For the answer based totally on belief
propagation, we relied on our personal JAVA
implementation.

Fig. 2. Home screen

Fig. 3. Shows the target user and their co-located
users

Fig. 5. Shows the no. of users privacy protected
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the effect on users’
area privateness when co-vicinity information is
available, in addition to individual (obfuscated)
location facts. To the nice of our knowledge, this is
the first paper to quantify the outcomes of co-region
records that stems from social relationships among
customers on location privacy; as such it constitutes a
first step closer to bridging the space between studies
on location privacy and social networks. Indeed,
maximum research on geo-place and social networks
take a look at how social ties can be inferred from coplaces between people and how social ties can be
used to de-anonymized mobility traces. We have
proven that, with the aid of considering the
customers’ places jointly, an adversary can make the
most co-region records to higher localize users, hence
lowering their individual privateness. Although the
premier joint localization the assault has a
prohibitively excessive computational complexity,
the
polynomial-time
approximate
inference
algorithms that we advocate to provide right
localization typical overall performance. A crucial
commentary from our work is that a person’s region
privacy is now not absolutely in her control, as the
collocations and the character location records
disclosed by using different users substantially affect
her very own location privacy. The message of this
work is that safety mechanism should now not forget
about the social components of vicinity statistics.
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Because it is not acceptable to record dummy lists of
colocated customers (as this records is displayed at
the users’ profiles on social networks), a placeprivacy keeping mechanism needs rather to
generalize statistics approximately co-located
customers or to generalize the time of a party, in
addition to the places of customers at other locations,
in order to reduce the effectiveness of the attacks we
cautioned on this paper. As a first try to mitigate the
privateness dangers stemming from co-place
information, we proposed a easy countermeasure that
relies on cooperation among users and feature
established its effectiveness. We intend to address the
layout of social-aware place-privacy protection
mechanisms (going for walks on the users’ cell
devices) to help the customers examine and protect
their location privacy when co-location records is
available. A crucial component of generalization
techniques is the anxiety among software and
privacy: For a person, reporting to be with ―some
pals‖ may not be sufficiently informative, and the
generalized co-vicinity records could fail to serve the
user’s reason. Usability is also a vital aspect for the
adoption of technical protection mechanisms. We
plan to analyze each the utility and usability aspects
of such protection mechanisms thru centered person
surveys.
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